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Introduction
In 2016 ERO conducted a successful External Evaluation of our school. ERO identified how well
our Values are expressed through our Vision, “Where Children Achieve Excellence”. It is our
mission to empower students to achieve personal excellence, in a learning culture that equips
them for an evolving world. This is enacted through the shared values of Honesty,
Responsibility, Respect and Perseverance.
Our achievement information shows that most students achieve AT or ABOVE in relation to the
National Standard in Reading, Writing and Mathematics. Data shows that when compared to
other groups, Māori learners do as well as their Pakeha peers. Girls achieve higher in Reading
and Writing, but boys’ achievement is higher in Mathematics. We are above national average in
most areas. An appropriate range of tools and evidence are used to form teacher judgements
about students' achievement and progress in relation to the National Standards. This year we
will review our OTJ’s in relation to the NZC and curriculum levels, and use ‘At/Above/Below
Expectation’ as the language, to replace the National Standards.
In preparing this strategic plan, the Board has been mindful of the aspirations of the community
this school serves. The last community consultation was conducted late in 2016 where the
community was given the opportunity to share their views as to the validity of the ‘front end’ of
the Charter; our Vision, Value, Triple T’s and our Learner Pathway. The feedback we received
helped set our direction in 2017; many of these aspirations continue into 2018. We intend to
survey our community fully this year in order to meet the needs of a fast-growing community.
The school’s strategic plan document 2018-2020, show this Board of Trustees is giving effect to
the National Education Guidelines, through policies, plans and programmes, including those for
curriculum assessment and staff development. It is our school improvement plan, and is
therefore a changing, growing document.
With a new Principal appointed at the start of 2016, the Vision was ‘re-launched’ with the
updating of the school logo (to bring it in line with our Vision). This is now proudly displayed on
all school documents and signage as part of the marketing of the school. We have an active social
media presence, and have launched a school App to cater for the growing online generation. This
has proved a great way to stay connected to our community members.
The community is proud of the school as a place where change is embraced and risk taking and
innovation among its staff and students is encouraged. The Board and community consider the
staff to be the most important learning tool and actively support them as learners and leaders.
We are a staff who thrive in a high trust environment.
There are many important strategic decisions that have been made in the formulation of this
plan. Some involve immediate action and others require considerable, on-going action and focus.
We see it as our School Improvement Plan; to guide us on our journey.
After a period of time and review it may be that there are changes to this plan.
We move forward together.
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School Description
We are a Decile 6, Year 1-8 full primary school situated 20km south of Palmerston North on State
Highway 57 with a roll that now builds to over 100 students. We have seen significant growth in
the past 18 months, with our roll climbing from 72 to 113 in little over a year. In late 2016 we
opened a forth classroom, and the beginning of 2018 sees us opening a fifth classroom. Managing
our roll going forward, is one of our strategic priorities. While Tokomaru School is at the
northern end of the Horowhenua District, the majority of our families travel to Palmerston North
for work and/or services.
The school community is a mix of rural and village families. As a rural school, considerable
reliance is placed on parent and community involvement. In kind, Tokomaru School has a zero
“voluntary” donation policy. We ask for support from parents in other, non-monetary, ways. The
school has strong links, and is reflective of its community; 60% European, 35% Maori, 3%
Pacifica and 2% other ethnicities. We appreciate the ongoing support we get from members of
our community, who help enhance the educational opportunities of our students.
Our school community prides itself on the challenging and varied learning opportunities that
exist for students of Tokomaru School. They experience quality opportunities across the entire
curriculum; culturally, in the Arts and also in the sporting arena. We embrace opportunities
outside of the school, such as the Rotary Speech Festival, Mathex, Kids’Lit Quiz, EPro8 Science
and Technology Challenge, ICAS International Tests, Horizons Riparian Planting and AgriKids to
name a few.
The school is well resourced with TV screens, ipads, and laptops in each class. Google Apps for
Education (Google Classroom) is used to support student learning; an initiative reflective of the
21 Century learning concept. The educational App Seesaw, is used in every classroom to connect
with families and share the learning journey of each child. Each class also has an active Blog
where you can see examples of Seesaw entries created by the children themselves. We use
Facebook and our App ‘Skool Loop NZ’ to connect with the wider community.
We are continually developing our Student Leadership Programme, which provides further
opportunities for our Senior Year 7 & 8 students to shine. We have a Student Leadership Team,
consisting of two Head Students, two Deputy Heads and at least four School Leaders. These
leading students provide the staff and students with valuable support, ideas, and student voice
(and are fantastic role models for the younger students). In 2018 we are introducing House
Leaders as another way of including student voice in the decisions we make.
The school provides a happy and safe environment for the children to thrive in. We have
excellent grounds and facilities, including extensive fields, a tennis court, a swimming pool and
two large playgrounds. We have a limestone running/bike track that borders our field, as well as
a range of fitness stations that can be used by our students and the community all year round.
Parents have high expectations and aspirations for their children and take a keen interest in
their progress and achievements. The parents provide staff with valuable non-teaching
assistance, in and out of the classroom. We value the contributions of our wider Tokomaru
Community and the relationships we have fostered over time; this includes our close association
with the Tokomaru Early Childhood Centre, who visit us fortnightly for Buddy Reading.
The dedicated Staff, Board of Trustees, Home and School Association, along with fantastic
students and wider community, make Tokomaru School a great place to be. We encourage you
to come for a visit!
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Vision
Where Children Achieve Excellence

Mission
Tokomaru School is committed to empowering students to achieve personal excellence in a
learning culture that equips them for an evolving world.

Core Values
Honesty
Responsibility
Respect
Perseverance

- we are honest with ourselves, others and our learning
- we respect ourselves, others and property
- we take responsibility for learning and behaviour in our school
- we never give up

To achieve our Vision and Values at Tokomaru School
we have our Learner Pathway.
Learner Pathway; The Toko Train
The Learner Pathway is a set of progressions that aims to develop our students from
“Dependent” Learners into “Self-Agent” Learners. This learning journey equips our students with
the required skills to graduate from being solely dependent on teacher instruction to becoming
self-driven, self-agent learners who have ownership of their learning and behaviour. Moving
through this pathway, students will learn skills that will enable them to become successful
lifelong learners.
As our students progress along The Learner Pathway they earn trust and are rewarded with
more choice and freedom in their learning. Students appreciate and value this ownership,
creating intrinsically motivated students who strive to reach Self-Agent status.
A Year 8 Self-Agent Leaver will be a positive role model. They will demonstrate kindness and
empathy, and have the skills to:
1. Seek and receive feedback and act on it
2. See mistakes as part of learning
3. Set their next learning goal
4. Manage their time efficiently
5. Work independently and collaboratively
6. Find and use the appropriate tools and resources for the task
7. Communicate in a variety of situations
8. Actively seek further knowledge
9. Take on new challenges
10. Take on a support role or a leadership role
5

Learner Pathway; Year 8 Self-Agent Leaver

6

Learner Pathway; Self-Agent Station
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Maori and Cultural Dimension
Tokomaru School’s policies and practices reflect New Zealand’s (Aotearoa) cultural diversity and
the unique position of the Maori Culture. All students will be given opportunities to acquire
some knowledge in Tikanga Maori and Te Reo Maori. Tokomaru School will incorporate Tikanga
Maori (Maori culture and protocol) into the school’s curriculum by developing inclusive and
supportive concepts (from Tataiako) such as:
Manaakitanga: showing integrity, sincerity and respect towards Mäori beliefs, language and
culture.
Whanaungatanga: actively engaging in respectful working relationships with Mäori learners,
parents and whänau, hapü, iwi and the Mäori community.
Ako: taking responsibility for their own learning and that of Mäori learners.
Wänanga: participating with learners and communities in robust dialogue for the benefit of Mäori
learners’ achievement.
Tangata Whenuatanga: affirming Mäori learners as Mäori. Providing contexts for learning where
the language, identity and culture of Mäori learners and their whänau is affirmed.
The priority is for Maori students to feel comfortable and positive about being Maori within the
school environment. Initiatives grounded in the ‘Ka Hikitia’ document will be built upon.
The BOT will continue to identify the teaching and learning programmes and strategies to extend
Maori students (see Maori Student Acceleration Document). A separate achievement document
tracks progress of our Maori students in Reading, Writing and Maths (against the National
Standards and Curriculum Expectations). When a parent requests that their child be provided
with instruction in Te Reo, as would be available in Kura Kaupapa Maori, Rumaki, Bilingual, or
Total Immersion situations, the Principal (on behalf of the Board of Trustees), will explore other
possibilities which could include one or more of the following:
•
•
•

Dual enrolment at the Correspondence School
Provide further opportunities within the child’s classroom using local resource people
Other negotiated actions

National Education Priorities our school is
committed to:
- 21 Century Learner concept - Community partnership - Concept learning in non-core
curriculum areas - Core curriculum of Literacy and Numeracy - students as partners in
learning through the use of learning intentions/success criteria/goal setting (Learner
Pathway; development of the Year 8 Self-Agent Student Leaver’s Profile) - Highly skilled
staff - Ensuring parents have a good understanding of how their child is progressing –
Acurate and Timely Reporting against the Curriculum Expectations –
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Strategic Goals
2018-2020

OVERVIEW

In the 3 year period from 2018 our school aims to enhance student learning outcomes by fulfilling our vision
and mission while taking account of the NEGs, NAGs and areas of National Education Priorities.

Goal 1: NAGS 1,2,3,4,6

Student Achievement enhanced through an EFFECTIVE
LEARNING COMMUNITY

At Tokomaru School we will create our future by building on a sense of ‘family’ within the school
and wider community.

Strategic Intentions

THE WAYS WE INTEND TO ENACT THIS GOAL:

1. Embed the Learner Pathway that stipulates the desired knowledge, skills and values of a Year 8 SelfAgent Leaver at Tokomaru School
2. Actively enhance positive relationships with our parents, caregivers and community as partners in
learning
3. Continue to demonstrate a commitment to Te Tiriti o Waitangi

Goal 2: NAGS 1,2,2a

To deliver high quality teaching and learning as evidenced by
STUDENT PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENT

At Tokomaru School we will create our future by actively engaging learners in creative and
innovative learning programmes, guided by the New Zealand Curriculum in partnership with
learners and supported by family/whanau.

Strategic Intentions

THE WAYS WE INTEND TO ENACT THIS GOAL:

1. Promote continuous improvement in all areas of the curriculum achieving the highest levels of
achievement and progress in Reading, Writing and Mathematics
2. Continue the professional development of staff to ensure consistency and excellence in formative
teaching practice and leadership capabilities
3. Continue to engage with our families to help them understand how they can support and celebrate
their child’s learning

Goal 3: NAGS 1,3,4,5,6

To ensure we are well-resourced in order to implement a
strong vision for FUTURE FOCUSED LEARNING including
ICT, student agency and a flexible learning approach to
teaching.

At Tokomaru School we will create our future by optimising learning opportunities for all
students, using a range of strategies and tools.

Strategic Intentions
1.
2.
3.
4.

THE WAYS WE INTEND TO ENACT THIS GOAL:

Ensure we are financially sustainable, enabling the delivery of the identified strategies in our Strategic
Plan
Provide resources and support so that all students are able to actively engage in learning programmes
Maintain and enhance facilities to support a modern learning environment
Develop teachers understanding of modern learning pedagogy to help implement student agency
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Strategic focus-Long Term Proposed Plan1
Goal 1: Student Achievement enhanced through an EFFECTIVE LEARNING COMMUNITY

NAGS

1,2,3,4,6
Focus Areas

Embed the Learner Pathway
that stipulates the desired
knowledge, skills and values
of a Year 8 Self-Agent Leaver
at Tokomaru School

Actively enhance positive
relationships
with
our
parents, caregivers and
community as partners in
learning

Continue to demonstrate a
commitment to Te Tiriti o
Waitangi

2018

2019

2020

-Ensure Learner Pathway
‘Train Stations’ are
understood and upheld by
staff and students
-planning (Long Term Plans
and Units) reflect the school
values
-Consistent language is used
across the school
-New families are made
aware of the Learner
Pathway and given a copy of
the Parent Handbook
-The Year 8 Self-Agent
Leaver attributes are
displayed and
acknowledged throughout
learning spaces
-Health Consultation
-Community Consultation
-Fortnightly School
Newsletters and termly RD4
flyer
-Encourage Pre-school
visits, and visits by /to the
Pre-School to join in school
events and activities
-Student Welfare Survey
(student voice)
-Develop the importance of
teacher/parent
partnerships with a focus on
student outcomes
-Provide opportunities for
school/parent relationships
to develop such as Ag Day
/BBQ, working bee / Jubilee
…

-Ensure Learner Pathway
‘Train Stations’ are
understood and upheld by
staff and students
-planning (Long Term Plans
and Units) reflect the school
values
-Consistent language is used
across the school
-New families are made
aware of the Learner
Pathway and given a copy of
the Parent Handbook
-The Year 8 Self-Agent
Leaver attributes are
displayed and acknowledged
throughout learning spaces

-Ensure Learner Pathway
‘Train Stations’ are
understood and upheld by
staff and students
-planning (Long Term Plans
and Units) reflect the school
values
-Consistent language is used
across the school
-New families are made
aware of the Learner
Pathway and given a copy of
the Parent Handbook
-The Year 8 Self-Agent
Leaver attributes are
displayed and acknowledged
throughout learning spaces

-Fortnightly School
Newsletters and termly RD4
flyer
-Encourage Pre-school visits,
and visits by /to the PreSchool to join in school
events and activities
-Develop the importance of
teacher/parent partnerships
with a focus on student
outcomes
-Provide opportunities for
school/parent relationships
to develop such as Ag
Day/BBQ, working bee …

-Health Consultation
-Community Consultation
-Fortnightly School
Newsletters and termly RD4
flyer
-Encourage Pre-school visits,
and visits by /to the PreSchool to join in school
events and activities
-Student Welfare Survey
(student voice)
-Develop the importance of
teacher/parent partnerships
with a focus on student
outcomes
-Provide opportunities for
school/parent relationships
to develop such as Ag
Day/BBQ, working bee …

-Continue to Monitor Maori
Achievement through our
SMS and a separate Maori
Achievement Doc
-BoT support and promote
kapahaka, use of Te Reo in
greetings and classroom
dialog
-Share examples of best
practice through Ka Hikitia;
via our Action Plans for our
Focus (Target) Students.
-Consult with Maori

-Continue to Monitor Maori
Achievement through our
SMS and a separate Maori
Achievement Doc
-BoT support and promote
kapahaka, use of Te Reo in
greetings and classroom
dialog
-Share examples of best
practice through Ka Hikitia;
via our Action Plans for our
Focus (Target) Students.
-Maintain our Maori Student

-Continue to Monitor Maori
Achievement through our
SMS and a separate Maori
Achievement Doc
-BoT support and promote
kapahaka, use of Te Reo in
greetings and classroom
dialog
-Share examples of best
practice through Ka Hikitia;
via our Action Plans for our
Focus (Target) Students.
-Consult with Maori

1 Plan is not fixed but allows for change to reflect data, trends and needs of school and students
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Community
-Maintain our Maori Student
Acceleration Doc, which
explores deliberate acts of
teaching Maori students

Acceleration Doc, which
explores deliberate acts of
teaching Maori students

Community
-Maintain our Maori Student
Acceleration Doc, which
explores deliberate acts of
teaching Maori students

Goal 2: To deliver high quality teaching and learning as evidenced by STUDENT PROGRESS AND
ACHIEVEMENT NAGS 1,2,2a
Focus Areas

Promote
continuous
improvement in all areas of
the curriculum achieving the
highest levels of achievement
and progress in Reading,
Writing and Mathematics.

Continue the professional
development of staff to
ensure
consistency
and
excellence
in
formative
teaching
practice
and
leadership capabilities.

Continue to engage with our
families
to
help
them
understand how they can
support and celebrate their
child’s learning.

2018

2019

2020

Reading focus
Curriculum Overview
focus
-Reports to BOT
(Achievement Targets,
Achievement Review Cycle)
-Continue to develop and
forge new relationships with
other schools/agencies to
share best practice and PLD
opportunities

Mathematics focus
Curriculum Overview
focus
- Reports to BOT
(Achievement Targets,
Achievement Review
Cycle)
-Develop and forge new
relationships with other
schools/agencies to share
best practice and PLD
opportunities

Writing focus
Curriculum Overview
focus
- Reports to BOT
(Achievement Targets,
Achievement Review Cycle)
-Continue to develop and
forge new relationships with
other schools/agencies to
share best practice and PLD
opportunities

-e-assTTle tool Reading for
consistency of Moderation
across the school
-Follow Curriculum SelfReview cycle
-Running Record review
-Provide BoT with goverance
and based training and
development (NZSTA)
-Review teacher
effectiveness annually
-Review updated
performance management
system (new Code &
Standards)
-support/guide teachers in
effective use of the formative
assessment process
-PD focus around Reading

-e-assTTle tool Maths for
consistency of Moderation
across the school
-Follow Curriculum SelfReview cycle
-Provide BoT with
governance and based
training and development
(NZSTA)
-Review teacher
effectiveness annually
-support/guide teachers
in effective use of the
formative assessment
process
-PD focus around Maths

-e-assTTle tool Writing for
consistency of Moderation
across the school
-Follow Curriculum SelfReview cycle
-Provide BoT with
governance and based
training and development
(NZSTA)
-Review teacher
effectiveness annually
-support/guide teachers in
effective use of the formative
assessment process
-PD focus around Writing

-Tokomaru School
Curriculum Expectations
(formerly NS) booklet
-Parent Interviews
(Parent/Teacher/Pupil
Conferences)
-Develop new Reports to
Caregivers
-Seesaw
-Facebook
-Website Development
-Use of email via eTAP

-Tokomaru School
Curriculum Expectations
(formerly NS) booklet
-Parent Interviews
(Parent/Teacher/Pupil
Conferences)
-Reports to Caregivers
-Seesaw
-Facebook
-Website Development

-Tokomaru School
Curriculum Expectations
(formerly NS) booklet
-Parent Interviews
(Parent/Teacher/Pupil
Conferences)
-Reports to Caregivers
-Seesaw
-Facebook
-Website Development
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Goal 3: To ensure we are well-resourced in order to implement a strong vision for FUTURE
FOCUSED LEARNING including ICT, student agency and a flexible learning approach to teaching. NAGS
1,3,4,5,6
Focus Areas
Ensure we are
financially
sustainable,
enabling the
delivery of the
identified
strategies in our
Strategic Plan

Provide resources
and support so
that all students
are able to actively
engage in learning
programmes

Maintain and
enhance facilities
to support a
modern learning
environment

Develop teachers
understanding of
modern learning
pedagogy to help
implement student
agency

2018

2019

2020

-Annual Audit
- Fundraising – Major= Raffles,
Ag Day, Variety Lunches
Minor=Pies/calendars /
Wearable Art Show
-Review financial policies and
procedures

-Annual Audit
-Fundraising - Major= Raffles,
Ag Day, Variety Lunches
Minor=Pies/calendars /
Production
-Review financial policies and
procedures

-Annual Audit
-Fundraising - Major= Raffles,
Ag Day, Variety Lunches
Minor=Pies/calendars /
Production
-Review financial policies and
procedures

-purchase software licence such
as IXL
-continue to increase numbers
of ChromeBooks/iPads that can
be used in all rooms
(buy/lease) as per buying plan
-Continue to top up funding of
ORS/RTLB funded students and
Well below/below students
-Continue to look for
opportunities for student
driven leadership
opportunities, including
reviewing Leadership Roles via
‘Job Descriptions’ for Year 7/8’s
-Look into a Careers
Programme for Y7/8’s
-Look into a Language
Programme for Y7/8’s

-purchase software licence such
as IXL
continue to increase numbers of
ChromeBooks/iPads that can be
used in all rooms (buy/lease) as
per buying plan
-Continue to top up funding of
ORS/RTLB funded students and
Well below/below students
-Review Positive behaviour
programme
-Continue to look for
opportunities for student
driven leadership
opportunities, including
reviewing Leadership Roles via
‘Job Descriptions’ for Year 7/8’s
-Review Careers Programme for
Y7/8’s
-Review Language Programme
for Y7/8’s

-purchase software licence such
as IXL
continue to increase numbers of
ChromeBooks/iPads that can be
used in all rooms (buy/lease)as
per buying plan
-Continue to top up funding of
ORS/RTLB funded students and
Well below/below students
-Continue to look for
opportunities for student
driven leadership opportunities
-Review Careers Programme for
Y7/8’s
-Review Language Programme
for Y7/8’s

-Begin process for 10YPP & 5YA
property plan
-Monthly Property Checks
-continue to add /update
furniture to enhance a flexible
learning environment in the
classroom spaces
-Finish developing ICT –
Strategic Plan
-Embed Tokomaru School Year
8 Self-Agent Lever’s Profile
–Continue working on wholeschool integrated curriculum
units based on Multiple
Intelligence

-enact the new 10YPP property
plan & 5YA property plan
-Monthly Property Checks
-continue to add /update
furniture to enhance a flexible
learning environment in the
classroom spaces
- ICT –Strategic Plan

-Implement 5YA property plan
-Monthly Property Checks
-continue to add /update
furniture to enhance a flexible
learning environment in the
classroom spaces
- ICT –Strategic Plan

–Continue working on wholeschool integrated curriculum
units based on Multiple
Intelligences -Continue
promoting the skills required of
a Self- Agent Year 8 Leaver

–Continue working on wholeschool integrated curriculum
units based on Multiple
Intelligences -Continue
promoting the skills required of
a Self- Agent Year 8 Leaver
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2018 Annual Plan and Targets
Goal 1: Student Achievement enhanced through an EFFECTIVE LEARNING
COMMUNITY
Strategic Intentions A: Embed the Learner Pathway that stipulates the desired
knowledge, skills and values of a Year 8 Self-Agent Leaver at Tokomaru School.
Planned Action
1. Ensure that every new
family who enrols gets a
copy of the Toko Train
Parent Handbook (TTPH).
Include LP in newsletters,
Facebook etc.

Strategies
-put a TTPH booklet in each
new enrolment pack
-share how the Learner
Pathway is used in each
room, when showing new
parents around
- Use newsletter, Facebook
and website

Resources
Toko Train
Parent
Handbook

Who
Principal, Teachers

2. Maintain our focus on
achieving the skills of a
Year 8 Lever; as set out in
the handbook.

- Year 8 Leaver’s profile on
display in classrooms
-Use the language as part of
everyday teaching,
-continue to display SelfAgent students in the foyer

-Year 8
Leaver’s profile
-Photos as
children make
it to Self-Agent

Teachers

3. Ensure that there is
consistent use of language
throughout the school;
teachers, students, teacher
aides, support
staff…parent helpers…etc.

-Use newsletter, Facebook
and website.
-use TOD and staff meetings
as reminders for all staff
-questionnaire for parents,
to find gaps in their
knowledge
-Have a ‘Pathway
Afternoon’ for new parents
and to consolidate current
parents

-graphics

Sonia & Teachers

4. Add a Learner Pathway
display to the new
classroom and Library to
ensure consistency
throughout the school

-visual display

-graphics

Sara-Lee and
Andrew

5. Create posters for display
around the school so that
parents and students will
see the (Y8L) skills as a
goal; ‘Achieving
Excellence’

- visual display of Year 8
Leaver page

-graphics

Sonia and Sara-Lee
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Strategic Intentions B: Actively enhance positive relationships with our parents,
caregivers and community as partners in learning.
Planned Action

Strategies

Resources

Who

1. Staff will facilitate the setting
of student goals with
students in consultation with
parents at Parent-TeacherPupil Conferences (Learner
Agency)

Teachers to allow for student
voice when goal setting, with
age appropriate expectations

Teachers and ALL
parents – all children
expected to attend
too

2. Continue fortnightly
newsletters, the increased
use of the website
(calendar), the Skool Loop
App and Facebook. Set up an
email option within eTAP &
send out Community (RD4)
Newsletter termly

-Daily FB posts (all staff can
post), add all notices to email
group and website (not just
newsletter)
-Regular App notifications to
specific classes / groups as
appropriate
-Add all notices and
newsletters to the website
(and App) where appropriate
-Promote email sign-up for the
newsletter at enrolment

Parent-TeacherPupil
Conferences date set and
community
informed via
newsletter and
website
Newsletter
Website
App
Facebook

Principal and Office
Manager & Teachers

3. Provide opportunities for the
community to come together
and support the school, and
to strengthen the
relationship between
school/parent; Welcome
Back BBQ, Working Bees,
School Events like Swimming
Sports etc

Welcome Back BBQ and
Working Bee run together,
Invite parents to help with H &
S organisation, advertise
school events in daily notices,
website / Facebook / parent
calendar / App and
newsletters

Online tools Website /
Calendar / App
/Facebook page

Principal, Staff, Home
& School Committee
and BOT

4. Conduct a Student Welfare
survey / Exit Interview for
leavers, to gather student
voice about our school

Survey senior
students/leavers individually
(via Survey Monkey or NZCER
or similar) and use a class
survey for other classes

Principal and
Teachers

5. Seesaw App and Blogs- look
at the
requirements/expectations
for ‘number of entries’
across the school

Advertise Blogs through
Facebook, Website and the
newsletter.

Digital and / or
paper survey
NZCER Student
Welfare Surveys
as a starting
point

6. Reporting to parents Customise a report format
using our new SMS, eTAP.

Wait for the draft (currently
with eTap) to be priced, and
for the MOE to decide the
direction (from NS) before
trialling the new format

Teachers

Principal and
Teachers – input
from parents
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Strategic Intentions C: Continue to demonstrate a commitment to Te Tiriti o Waitangi.
Planned Action

Strategies

Resources

Who

1. School Hangi- whole school
experience to take place at
School every second year

-Provide this opportunity as a Donations; Kai,
teaching experience which will money, Hangi
be new to many of our
equipment
students (next one in 2018)

2. Kapa Haka-raise the
expectations of our tamariki
in their practices and
performances by ensuring
they have consistent
expectations for behaviour
and performance

-Set up regular Kapa Haka
practices during school time,
allow opportunities for our
Kapa Haka to perform (ie;
Powhiri, Mihi Whakatau) for
other audiences and purposes,
and host other Kapa Haka with
the possibility of visiting
another school.

Wear the newly
purchased Kapa
Haka uniforms at
every
performance

Lau and other
parents who may be
able to offer
assistance (Jess,
Coraleah, Renaye)

3. Integrating Te Reo into our
class programmes

-Planning shows specific
learning area being
concentrated on, staff share
own expertise and model
language often, introduce a
‘weekly phrase’ so that all
classes are learning it at once.

Te Kupu Hou
resource, shared
teacher
resources

Principal and
Teachers

Principal, Lau and
Sara-Lee

Goal 2: To deliver high quality teaching and learning as evidenced by student
PROGRESS AND ACHIEVEMENT.
1.

Strategic Intentions A: Promote continuous improvement in all areas of the
curriculum, achieving the highest levels of achievement and progress in Reading,
Writing and Mathematics

Planned Action

Strategies

Resources

Who

1. Whole school professional
development with a focus on
Reading. Focus is on
improving teaching
pedagogy, supporting
students understanding of
Reading development , and
guiding teachers to make
better OTJ through
moderation (based on
Curriculum Levels and
Reading Level attainment)

-Target groups identified as
part of the appraisal
/performance management
system (Action Plans)
-Trial newly reviewed
Curriculum Delivery
Document and Running
Record Expectations guide.

Experts: Nathan
Wallis – Brain
Development –
approx. $100 per
staff member

Principal

2. Explore e-assTTle
assessment tool for Reading,
guiding teachers to make
better OTJ through
moderation

Use the identified target
students to trial the tool; is it
better/same as eAsTTle
Writing?

3. Have Action Plans for
Reading and Writing (areas
of improvement)

Use the Action Plan to identify
at risk students whose
progress needs acceleration
and to set individual goals

Whole Staff
attending the
National Literacy
Conference in
October -approx.
$600 per teacher
(MOE) PaCT Tool
eAsTTle

Google Docs –
linked to
Appraisal

Principal and
Teachers

Principal and
Teachers
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Strategic Intentions B: Continue the professional development of staff to ensure
consistency and excellence in formative teaching practice and leadership capabilities.
Planned Action
1. Principal to join professional
PLG group & maintain and
build on relationships with
Cluster Principals

Strategies

Resources

Who

-Termly Cluster and PLG
meetings

$1000 budgeted
for Principal PD
for extra costs

Carol Lynch is
facilitator of PLG

2. Explore e-assTTle for
Reading and further explore
eTAP and run training
sessions for staff as needed.

-Make contact with the new
eTap provider
-Review assessment
guidelines to ensure all data is
being collated in eTap
-Use the eTAP system to
introduce a new report format
(for Anniversary, Mid-Year
and End of Year Reports)

TBC

All teachers

3. Encourage BoT to attend
governance training and
development (NZSTA)

Ensure all BOT members have
access to training schedule
each term.

STA Training
(free)

Board

Strategic Intentions C: Continue to engage with our families to help them
understand how they can support and celebrate their child’s learning.
Planned Action

Strategies

Resources

Who

1. Update the Tokomaru NS
Booklet to become the
‘Student Achievement’
booklet , website and
availability of newsletters
online

In order to share the learning
from the previous year and
current goals

Website and
online tools (like
Seesaw for
parents)

Principal

2. Hold Parent-Teacher-Pupil
Conferences

See Goal 1: Strategic Intention
A above

eTAP – new report
format

Principal and
teachers

3. Develop new reporting
systems (including
anniversary reporting)

Finalise the template with
eTap

Seesaw App
(currently free,
but explore
Seesaw for
Schools)

Teachers and
Principal

4. Define the expectations for
the number of Seesaw
‘entries’ at each level of the
school

Regular updates via staff
meeting

Seesaw App

Seesaw App –
Teachers

5. Continue updating the school
website/Facebook/App and
updating notices,
newsletters, and “What’s
Happening?” page

Add the Jubilee and Wearable
Arts to the “What’s
Happening?” page

Website

Principal & Dave
Lawton

6. Explore the use of email via
our SMS, eTAP

-Email the newsletter etc from
our SMS (sports draws,
practices etc)

TBC

Christine &
Principal

See Goal 1: Strategic Intention
A above

Teachers
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Goal 3: To ensure we are well-resourced in order to implement a strong
vision for FUTURE FOCUSED LEARNING including ICT, student agency and a
flexible learning approach to teaching.
Strategic Intentions A: Ensure we are financially sustainable, enabling the delivery
of the identified strategies in our Strategic Plan.
Planned Action

Strategies

1. Meet twice a term with
Treasurer

Ensure budget is on target and
that we are able to meet our
needs within our strategic plan.
Look ahead at ways to cater
with our growing numbers of
students and have a larger
working budget for curriculum
areas. Set aside money for
development of the grounds and
buildings.

2. Review financial policies and
procedures

-Use Education Services to
handle all our finances
-Follow the Review Calendar
for policies and allow FS to
guide us / make suggestions
where appropriate (financial
policies reviewed annually
where appropriate)

Resources

Who
Principal / Treasurer

Monthly
Principal / Treasurer
Accounting fee
of $350 per
month
(exc.GST)

Strategic Intentions B: Provide resources and support so that all students are able
to actively engage in learning programmes.
Planned Action

Strategies

Resources

Who

1. Provide teacher’s aide hours
to support Well Below and
Below learners

-Continue to fund Teacher Aide
hours, over and above and MOE
or RTLB contribution, in order
to target those most at risk.
Mel to establish a timetable
based on needs and prioritise
learners as she sees fit.
-Review progress through
Action Plans and assess current
needs on a termly basis.
-Target children in their first
three years at school

SEG
Mel – DP and SENCO,
grant/RTLB
Principal
funding, topped
up by BOT

2. Provide extra-curricula
activities for children to be
involved in, and to represent
our school at

-Allow opportunities for
children to be involved in
events such as Mathex, Rotary
Speech Festival, Writing
Competitions, ICAS, Talent
Quest, Student Leadershipdriven initiatives, Kids’ Lit Quiz,
EPro8, National Young Leaders
Day etc…
-Continue to develop the
Student Leadership team and

Seek
sponsorship
where possible
(eg;
Stevensons)

Teachers / Principal
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the tasks they are involved in.
3. Purchase new licences for
IXL

4. Review Positive Behaviour
Programme- Bullying
Prevention

-BOT to fund the licences for IXL
(Maths) on a 3-Year contract
(cheaper)

Approx. $1898
1st Year and
$949
respectively for
2nd and 3rd

-Develop an ICT Wishlist /
Development Plan alongside a
Policy
and
skills development document.
supporting
documents,
Revisit current practices,
https://education.
procedure and policy with a
govt.nz/school/stu
particular focus on Bullying
dentprevention. Use the eTap
support/studentsystem to track ‘hot-spots’ in
wellbeing/healththe playground.
and-

Principal / Literacy
Leader

Principal and staff

wellbeing/bullyingprevention-andresponse/bullyingprevention-andresponse-a-guideforschools/section3/new-cd-page/

Strategic Intentions C: Maintain and enhance facilities to support a modern
learning environment.
Planned Action
1. Develop e-Learning Plan
“Tokomaru ICT Kids”
2. Establish a clear system
for monthly property
checks

Strategies
-Staff to share their priorities
for purchasing of hardware
and skill development

Resources

Who
Principal /
Staff

-Maintain the new Hazards
Register and prioritise tasks
for the Caretaker
-DP to do monthly checks (or
delegate these)

H & S Act

Principal and BOT
members

Strategic Intentions D: Develop teachers understanding of modern learning
pedagogy to help implement student agency.
Planned Action
1. Continue working on a
whole school
inquiry/Multiple
Intelligences model /unit

2. Develop an ‘exit interview’
or Self-Agent interview in
order for us to gauge the
success of developing
student agency in our
children.

Strategies
-Staff to use the draft model and
refine the learning style on
offer
-Complete the 2Yr Curriculum
Overview to ensure coverage of
all areas of the NZC
See Goal 1: Strategic Intention B
– Planned Actions 4

Resources
Multiple
Intelligences
Units of
Inquiry & 2
Yr
Curriculum
Overview
document

Who
Lead- Sara-Lee /
Principal
All staff

Sara-Lee / Teachers
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2018 Annual Targets Section
Student Achievement
Reading
Strategic Goal 2 - To deliver high quality teaching and learning as evident by student
progress and achievement
Nag 1,2,2a

Tokomaru School Reading Student Achievement
Targets 2018 Action Plan
Strategic Intention A:
Promote continuous improvement in all areas of the curriculum achieving the highest levels of achievement and
progress in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.

Global Target: to consistently improve the READING progress of all students to the expected Curriculum Level
or Above for the length of time they have been at school (Years 1-3) or their end of year level (Years 4-8).

Baseline Data Against National Standards Dec 2017:
Looking at the data, we noticed that there are significantly more children not achieving the Standard in
their first three years of school, than at any other level. As the children get older they are more likely to meet
the required Standard. There are 17 students who have been at school for two years or less, who are Below
or Well Below the Standard in Reading. These children will form the basis of our Reading Target Group.
READING TARGET 2018: All current Year 1/2/3/4 (17 students) who were Below or Well Below the
National Standard After 1 Year or After 2 Years in November 2017 will make more than one year’s
progress in relation to the Curriculum Expectation for Reading and will be achieving At or Above
Expectation at the end of November 2018.

PLANNED ACTIONS
In addition to identifying these learners as focus learners who need accelerated progress we will share
effective practice in the following ways:

1. Target students will be identified early in 2018 and recorded on the Reading Action Plan
document and in teacher’s own planning.
2. Target students will be discussed at Staff Meetings monthly (timetabled for) and recorded in
Teacher Appraisals. Regular reflections will be recorded (via the Action Plan) and shared by
teachers.
3. Teacher Aide (and parent volunteer) time will be allocated to support Target Students on a needs
basis, and will be reviewed at least termly. The SENCO (Mel Bismark) will apply for RTLB support
as/when needed.
4. The Principal will continue to administer Six Year Nets and monitor children’s progress (who
cause concern). Data will be added to eTap and the Reading Action Plan.
5. We will follow the newly reviewed Reading Curriculum Document and Running Record
expectations sheet, and appropriate data will be entered termly for all Target students.
6. Reading data will continue to be added to our SMS system (eTap was introduced in 2017), which
will therefore provide cumulative data over time for each student. This will help us identify areas
of need within our teaching.
7. All teaching staff will attend the National Literacy Conference (October in Palmerston North) with
a focus on Reading Professional Development.
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8. We will continue to use devices and media in Literacy, as a source of motivation (and to support
students with assistive technology requirements).
9. We will continue involving the students in the decisions around their ‘next steps’ in Literacy.
10. We will continue to develop our storage and purchasing systems for Literacy resources; in
particular reading material.
11. We will re-launch our temporary Library (ex. Dental Clinic) and make the Library available at
break times for children to browse.
12. We will use The Hub (Bek Galloway) as part of our Literacy Programme, with all students having
access to it vis iPads or Chromebooks.
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2018 Annual Targets Section
Student Achievement
Writing
Strategic Goal 2 - To deliver high quality teaching and learning as evident by student
progress and achievement
Nag 1,2,2a

Tokomaru School Writing Student Achievement
Targets 2018 Action Plan
Strategic Intention A:
Promote continuous improvement in all areas of the curriculum achieving the highest levels of achievement and
progress in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.

Global Target: to consistently improve the WRITING progress of all students to the expected Curriculum
Level or Above for the length of time they have been at school (Years 1-3) or their end of year level (Years 4-8).

Baseline Data Against National Standards Dec 2017:
Looking at the data, we noticed that the Year 2 and Year 7 cohorts had the largest numbers of students
Below or Well Below the Standard. These students (Year 3/4 and 8 in 2018) will form the basis of our
Writing Target Group. There is a total of 16 students, five of whom were in our 2017 Target Group and
will continue to get additional assistance.
WRITING TARGET 2018: All current Year 3/4 or Year 8 (16 students) who were Below or Well Below the National Standard
After 2 Years or At End of Year 7 in November 2017 will make more than one year’s progress in relation to the Curriculum
Expectation for Writing and will be achieving At or Above Expectation at the end of November 2018.

PLANNED ACTIONS
In addition to identifying these learners as focus learners who need accelerated progress we will share
effective practice in the following ways:
1. Target students will be identified early in 2018 and recorded on the Writing Action Plan
document and in teacher’s own planning.
2. Target students will be discussed at Staff Meetings monthly (timetabled for) and recorded in
Teacher Appraisals. Regular reflections will be recorded (via the Action Plan) and shared by
teachers.
3. Teacher Aide time will be allocated to support Target Students on a needs basis, and will be
reviewed at least termly. The SENCO (Mel Bismark) will apply for RTLB support as/when
needed.
4. We will continue the work that was started in 2016 developing a consistent set of writing
exemplars that will be used school wide (by teachers and students). These will cover
different genres in writing.
5. We will moderate writing samples (twice a year) as a staff and an example from each level
will eventually be included in the final Tokomaru Writing Exemplar resource.
6. Writing Sample data will continue to be added to our SMS system (eTap was introduced in
2017), which will therefore provide cumulative data over time for each student. This will help
us identify areas of need within our teaching.
7. In 2018 we will create genre workbooks that will be used for teaching purposes and be
accessible to students for revision where required. These examples will be sorted by author's
purpose and have a section for each genre. Each genre example will contain success criteria,
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structure and organisation info, graphic organisers and samples of writing appropriate to the
level being taught (this was not done in 2017).
8. We will continue to use devices and media in Literacy, as a source of motivation (and to
support students with assistive technology requirements).
9. We will continue involving the students in the decisions around their ‘next steps’ in Literacy.
10. We will use The Hub (Bek Galloway) as part of our Literacy Programme, with all students
having access to it vis iPads or Chromebooks.
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Procedural Information
•
•
•
•

Tokomaru School will lodge a copy of its annually updated Charter to The Ministry of
Education before 1st March each year.
The Charter will include the schools annually updated targets for improvement.
Targets for student achievement will be identified by historic and current data from
assessment and by national priorities.
Tokomaru School will consult with its community on a regular basis as part of its selfreview cycle.

Supporting Documentation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysis of Variance (Maths and Writing) 2017
Maori Students’ Achievement Data 2017
Target Students’ Progress 2017
Tokomaru School National Standards Data 2017 (submitted through eTap)
Tokomaru School Summary of Actions Taken in 2017
MOE Nag 2Ab form

•
•

School Policies and Procedures
School Budget 2018

•
•
•

School Curriculum Delivery Plan
School 5YA Property Plan & 10YPP (currently under review)
School Self Review Programme

•
•

School Performance Management Systems
2017 ERO Report
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